ABSTRACT
This study is into the changes in shopping motivations of Generation Z customers. The first objective is to reveal whether or not Generation Z customers visit different retailer types with different shopping motivations. The study also aims to investigate whether or not shopping motivations of Generation Z customers change by existence of a shopping companion. The results showed that Generation Z customers visit different retailer types with different shopping motivations. Additionally, they act with different shopping motivations when they visit retailers alone or with a shopping companion. This research has some practical implications. It creates an opportunity to determine right retailing strategies for different retailer types. It also helps to sales assistants about how to approach Generation Z customers when they visit retailers alone or with a shopping companion.
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INTRODUCTION
As studies in the retailing literature showed, customers may have various shopping motivations when they visit retailers. The shopping motivations are divided into two main groups as utilitarian and hedonic. Although there are plenty of studies dealing with shopping motivations, lack of researches investigating whether or not customers visit different retailer types with different shopping motivations is felt. There are many independent studies examining shopping motivations of customers when they visit fashion retailers (Kang & Park-Poaps, 2010), restaurants (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Babin et al., 2005; El-Adly & Eid, 2015) and shopping malls (Pookulangara & Knight, 2013; Rahmawati & Do, 2015; Teller et al., 2008; ). However, studies comparing shopping motivations of customers visiting different types of retailers can be found rarely (Davis & Dyer, 2012; Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004). Similarly, no studies dealt with the question whether or not customers have different shopping motivations when they visit retailers alone or with a shopping companion. Additionally, studies handling shopping motivations of the Generation Z customers are very limited. Most of those studies focus on shopping motivations of young customers within the frame of shopping mall visits (Can et al., 2016; Štulec et al., 2016), online shopping (Ibrahim et al., 2016; Swarnakar et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2016) and mobile shopping (Xu & Wohn, 2016). On the other hand, studies to develop an understanding for the shopping behavior of Generation Z customers would be very precious. Because Generation Z people are current customers of retailers and their spending are expected to increase continuously in the near future.

For this reason, this study aims to reveal whether or not Generation Z customers visit different retailer types with different shopping motivations. The study also aims to investigate whether or not shopping motivations of Generation Z customers change by existence of a shopping companion.

The research is believed to be significant both for researchers and practitioners. First of all, it contributes to the literature by examining one of the fundamental issues of retailing, shopping motivations within the frame of Generation Z. Secondly, it has an exhaustive scope due to dealing with differences in shopping motivations for different retailer types. Previous studies approach shopping motivations as a general construct or within the frame of a specific retailer type. On the other hand, they ignore possibility of visiting different retailer types with different shopping motivations. Discovery of different shopping motivations for different retailer types would present a practical benefit to retailers. In this way, they can develop proper strategies that match with the dominant
shopping motivations of customers to visit their specific stores. Finally, there is no study that has questioned whether or not shopping motivations differ by visiting retailers alone or with a shopping companion. Developing an understanding about the effect of shopping companion on shopping motivations can help sales assistants about on which shopping motivations they can build their face-to-face communication.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

In the literature, shopping motivations of customers are grouped into two main clusters as utilitarian and hedonic (Babin et al., 1994). When customers act with utilitarian shopping motivations, they are interested in achievement of ordinary shopping objectives such as purchasing right product, at the right price, from the right place and with minimum effort whereas customers want to feel excitement, experience adventure and enjoy store atmospherics when they focus on hedonic motivations (Shukla & Babin, 2013; Teller et al., 2008). Babin et al. (1994; 2005) associated utilitarian shopping motivations with seeking just for the planned products, finding the targeted product easily and completing the shopping task within a short time (Babin et al., 1994). In the literature, utilitarian shopping motivations are generally summarized under dimensions of choice motivation (Davis & Dyer, 2012; Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004), price motivation (Mathwick et al., 2002) and time motivation (Davis & Dyer, 2012; El-Adly & Eid, 2015). Arnold and Reynolds (2003) classified hedonic shopping motivations as adventure shopping, gratification shopping, role shopping, value shopping, social shopping and idea shopping (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). The authors defined adventure shopping as “shopping for stimulation, adventure and the feeling of being in another world”; gratification shopping as “shopping for stress relief, shopping to alleviate a negative mood, shopping as a special treat to oneself”; role shopping as “the enjoyment that shoppers derive from shopping for others, the influence that this activity has on the shoppers’ feelings and moods, the excitement and intrinsic joy felt by shoppers when finding the perfect gift for others”; value shopping as “shopping for sales, looking for discounts and hunting for bargains”; social shopping as “the enjoyment of shopping with friends and family, socializing and bonding with others while shopping” and idea shopping as “shopping to keep up with trends and new fashions, to see new products and innovations” (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). Terblanche and Boshoff (2004) mentioned another hedonic dimension which is related to the emotions that are created by physical attractiveness of the retail setting (Baker & Haytko, 2004; Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004). Davis and Dyer (2012) called this dimension as aesthetics motivation in their work that compares shopping motivations to visit mass merchandisers and department stores (Amatulli & Guido, 2012; Chebat et al., 2012; Davis & Dyer, 2012). Rintamaki et al. (2006) defined another dimension called as social status motivation and defined it as a consumer’s feeling of social acceptability and approval as a result of shopping at certain retail stores.

There are many independent studies examining shopping motivations of customers. For instance, some studies focus on shopping motivations of customers who visit fashion retailers (Kang & Park-Poaps, 2010). Other groups of studies examine shopping motivations for service retailers like restaurants (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Babin et al., 2005). Researches investigating shopping motivations of customers to visit shopping malls can also be found (El-Adly & Eid, 2015; Pookulangara & Knight, 2013; Rahmawati & Do, 2015; Teller et al., 2008). However, studies that include a simultaneous comparison of shopping motivations of customers visiting different types of retailers can be found rarely (Davis & Dyer, 2012; Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004). As known, retailers can be classified into different types by various factors such as product variety and assortment, level of service, level of prices and organization. Retailers can also be classified as merchandise retailers and service retailers. Another classification distinguishes brick-and-mortar and click-and-mortar retailers. Naturally, different types of retailers require different strategies from the standpoint of marketers (Davis & Dyer, 2012). Retailers need to take their customers’ shopping motivations into consideration in order to develop proper strategies to reach their target markets. Customers may also visit different types of retailers with different kinds of utilitarian and/or hedonic shopping motivations. Shopping motivations of the same customer for different types of retailers such as fashion retailers, restaurants, cosmetic retailers, supermarkets, toy stores can be different which in turn requires, from the point of retailer, different approaches to retailer brand positioning. Retailing managers can make decision on the main frame of retailer brand positioning when shopping motivations of target customers are determined. Customers may have different types of shopping motivations when they visit different types of
retailers. Although many studies regarding shopping motivation can be found in the literature, research with more holistic approach to compare shopping motivations for different retailer types are missing. Additionally, studies that are interested in the shopping motivations of the latest customer generation, Generation Z are very limited. Most of those studies focus on shopping motivations of young customers within the frame of shopping mall visits (Can et al., 2016; Strulec et al., 2016), online shopping (Ibrahim et al., 2016; Swarnakar et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2016) and mobile shopping. On the other hand, studies to develop an understanding for the shopping behavior of Generation Z customers would be very precious. Because Generation Z people are current customers of retailers and their spending are expected to increase continuously in the near future. For these reasons, we hypothesize:

H1: Shopping motivations of Generation Z customers are not equal when they visit different retailer types.

According to the literature on the effect of shopping companion, visiting retailers alone or with friends and/or family members have some effects on the whole shopping process. Decisions such as which retailers will be preferred, how much time and money will be spent in the preferred retailers and the total shopping experience may differ by visiting the stores alone or with a shopping companion (Argo et al., 2005; Borges et al., 2010; Chebat et al., 2012), especially, young customers can perceive shopping as a socialization opportunity, prefer visiting retailers with their friends and affect each other (Baker & Haytko, 2004). The shopping motivations may differ by the existence of shopping companion. On the other hand, no study handling the effect of existence of shopping companion on the shopping motivations can be found in the literature. If the shopping motivations change by visiting the retailers alone or with a shopping companion, sales assistants have to approach customers differently. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

H2: Shopping motivations of Generation Z customers are not equal when they visit retailers alone or with a shopping companion.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Sampling**

Main population of this research was determined as the first members of Generation Z who born between 1995 and 2000 (Berkup, 2014; Ziemba & Eisenhardt, 2014; Levickaite, 2010; Malone, 2007; Williams & Page, 2011; Tulgan, 2013; Veiga & Alípio, 2013). They are the current customers of retailers and their spending are expected to increase in the future. For this reason, it is important to understand which different retailers they visit with which different shopping motivations. Managers of retailers can determine proper marketing strategies accordingly. Sampling frame was limited to university students born within this interval, since it is difficult to reach all of the first members of Generation Z. 322 university students were reached through convenience sampling method.

**Data Collection**

A survey including Shopping Motivation Scale was used to collect data. Shopping Motivation Scale includes six hedonic sub-dimensions: self-gratification motivation, value motivation, social motivation, idea motivation (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; El-Adly & Eid, 2015), social status motivation (Davis & Dyer, 2012; Rintamaki et al., 2006) and aesthetics motivation (Davis & Dyer, 2012; Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004). The scale includes three utilitarian sub-dimensions: choice motivation (Terblanche & Boshoff, 2004), price motivation (Mathwick et al., 2002) and time motivation (El-Adly & Eid, 2015). Sub-dimensions that are proper to answer for all the retailer types were selected. These sub-dimensions were used in Davis and Dyer (2012) work in which shopping motivations for mass and department stores were compared (Amatulli & Guido, 2012; Chebat et al., 2012; Davis & Dyer, 2012). The scale consisted of 33 items.

First of all, the participants are required to write a retailer brand name they visited and satisfied. Then, they answered the Shopping Motivation Scale items for this retailer. Finally, they were asked to answer the question of “With whom did you visit this retailer?”. Number of usable survey was 293.

**Data Analysis**

The retailers that were visited by the participants are classified and coded by their types (Table 1).
Table 1. Retailer types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retailer Type</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fashion Retailers</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Mall Restaurants</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafes</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury Fashion Retailers</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury Restaurants</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exploratory Factor Analysis and ANOVA Test were used to analyse the survey data after testing scale reliability. Initial Cronbach Alpha value of Shopping Motivation Scale was 0.861. The result of reliability analysis showed that if the item of “The prices of the product(s) I purchased from this retailer are too high, given the quality of the merchandise” was deleted, the value of Cronbach Alpha could be increased. Accordingly, final Cronbach Alpha value was 0.871 which is acceptable for the social sciences researches (Hair et al., 1998; Ozdamar, 2004).

After reliability analysis, Exploratory Factor Analysis with varimax rotation was conducted to find sub-dimensions of Shopping Motivation Scale. KMO Sampling Adequacy was 0.859 ve Barlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant. The resulting eight factors are “Value Motivation”, “Social Motivation”, “Aesthetic Motivation”, “Idea Motivation”, “Choice Motivation”, “Gratification Motivation”, “Time Motivation” and “Price Motivation”. The factor structure is compatible with the literature. Factor reliabilities fluctuate between 0.937 and 0.602. Factors explained 66.7 % of the total variance. 3 items (“The music was beautiful.”, “I enjoyed socializing with others when I went to this place” and “I visited this place with my friends or family to socialize”) exhibiting factor loadings below 0.50 were eliminated. 3 items (“I visited this place to experience new products”, “In this place, shopping with others was a bonding experience.” and “I went shopping here with my friends or family to socialize.”) with cross-loadings were also eliminated. The Cronbach Alpha value of the final scale including 26 items was 0.872.

ANOVA Test was implemented to reveal whether Generation Z customers visit different retailer types with different shopping motivations. Results showed that “Value Motivation”, “Social Motivation”, “Aesthetic Motivation”, “Idea Motivation”, “Gratification Motivation”, “Time Motivation” and “Price Motivation” of Generation Z customers differ by the type of retailers (p = 0.05). On the other hand, “Choice Motivation” does not change by the retailer type. For this reason, H1 is accepted substantially. Post Hoc Comparisons are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Post hoc comparisons of shopping motivation versus retailer type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Retailer Type</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Shopping Motivation</td>
<td>Retailer Type (I)</td>
<td>Retailer Type (J)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Motivation</td>
<td>Fashion Retailers</td>
<td>Shopping Mall Restaurants</td>
<td>1,42536*</td>
<td>.17047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cafes</td>
<td></td>
<td>.89351*</td>
<td>.20574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ANOVA Test was implemented to reveal whether the shopping motivations of Generation Z customers differ when they visit retailers alone or with their friends. Results showed that “Value Motivation” and “Idea Motivation” of Generation Z customers differ by the shopping companion (p = 0.05). Both of the “Value Motivation” and “Idea Motivation” are higher when Generation Z customers visit the retailers alone. On the other hand, other shopping motivations do not change by the retailer type. For this reason, H2 is accepted partially. Post Hoc Comparisons are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Post hoc comparisons of shopping motivation versus shopping companion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Type of Motivation</th>
<th>Shopping Companion (I)</th>
<th>Shopping Companion (J)</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value Motivation</td>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>With friends</td>
<td>.87155*</td>
<td>.22490</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With family members</td>
<td>.71340</td>
<td>.30706</td>
<td>.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idea Motivation</td>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>With friends</td>
<td>.82901*</td>
<td>.18458</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With family members</td>
<td>.67818</td>
<td>.25200</td>
<td>.067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
**Table includes just the significant differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this study can be helpful to develop some suggestions for the managers of different retailer types. The results showed that “Value Motivation” of Generation Z customers is higher when they visit fashion retailers and luxury fashion retailers in comparison to restaurants. Accordingly, Generation Z customers seem like acting with “Value Motivation” when they select fashion retailers to visit. This result is also compatible with the results of Lee et al. (2015). Therefore, the managers of fashion retailers can be suggested to develop sales promotion campaigns in order to attract these young customers. On the other hand, Generation Z customers do not behave with “Value Motivation” when they visit luxury restaurants. As a result, the managers of luxury restaurants are suggested to focus on other motivation types such as aesthetic, idea, self-gratification and social-status when they determine marketing strategies targeting these customers. According to the findings, shopping from luxury fashion retailers is matched with “Social Status Motivation”, a result that is compatible with the literature (Amatulli & Guido, 2012; Jalil et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2013). For this reason, the managers of luxury fashion retailers can be proposed to develop a positioning based on the concepts of high price and social status. On the other hand, the managers should not forget that Generation Z customers also seek discounts and promotions when they visit luxury fashion retailers. In other words, “Value Motivation” also affects these customers when they shop from luxury fashion retailers. The results
show that Generation Z customers are influenced by aesthetic elements of the stores more when they visit shopping mall restaurants, cafes, luxury fashion retailers and luxury restaurants in comparison to fashion retailers. In the literature, the effect of aesthetic benefits on consumers’ restaurant preferences are largely mentioned (Jensen & Hansen, 2007; Pettersson & Fjellström, 2007). Therefore, the managers of these stores are recommended to emphasize on aesthetics elements of store design such as decoration, attractive product displays, music, scent etc. and provide a good experience to young customers. As known, “Idea Motivation” is especially listed as one of the most important motivation factors that direct customers to fashion retailers (Cano, 2016; Dale, 2017; Falode et al., 2016; Parker et al., 2016). Our findings support this opinion, Generation Z customers act with more “Idea Motivation” when they visit fashion retailers and luxury fashion retailers in comparison to shopping mall restaurants, cafes and luxury restaurants. For this reason, the managers of fashion retailers and luxury fashion retailers are suggested to follow the newest trends and present creative and innovative designs to these customers. Sales assistants should make idea oriented presentations when they communicate with Generation Z. The findings suggest that Generation Z customers have higher “Self-Gratification Motivation” when they visit shopping mall restaurants, cafes, luxury fashion retailers and luxury restaurants in comparison to fashion retailers. In other words, the first Generation Z customers focus on their individual happiness when they make preferences for these retailers. As a result, the managers of these retailers are recommended to focus on individual happiness of their customers from Generation Z and make them feel special. Socialization, one of the hedonic shopping motivations (Yılmaz, & Gültekin, 2016; Arnold & Reynolds, 2003) is not an important motivation for Generation Z customers as the results of Factor Analysis show that items regarding socialization was eliminated because of the low factor loadings. When the behaviours of young people observed, it can be seen that they are interested in their mobile phones most of the time when they visit retailers with their friends. Generation Z may have a different understanding of socialization as highlighted in the literature (Levickaitė, 2010; Turner, 2015). This finding shows us a need to develop a new scale to measure this new socialization understanding. In other words, items in the scale of Arnold and Reynolds (2003) may not proper to measure the socialization motivation of the new generation. Socialization motivation may also give its place to new shopping motivations such as proper store environment to use technological devices, availability of charging devices, store design centered on technology and so on. The results also show that Generation Z customers have higher “Social Status Motivation” when they visit shopping mall restaurants and cafes in comparison to luxury restaurants. For this reason, the managers of shopping mall restaurants and cafes can be recommended to develop a positioning for their brands based on social status although “Price Motivation” of Generation Z customers is also high for these types of retailers. Accordingly, these young customers visit luxury restaurants with other motivations. The findings show that Generation Z customers act with more “Time Motivation” and “Price Motivation” when they visit shopping mall restaurants and cafes in comparison to other retailer types. For this reason, managers of these stores have to remember that features like being open until late hours, being open most of the time and accessible prices are important factors affecting the preferences of the first customers of Generation Z as well as being a status symbol. To summarize, “Value Motivation” and “Idea Motivation” are dominant when Generation Z customers visit fashion retailers and luxury fashion retailers. “Self-Gratification Motivation” and “Aesthetic Motivation” are the primary shopping motivations that direct their preferences for shopping mall restaurants, cafes and luxury restaurants. “Social Status Motivation”, “Price Motivation” and “Time Motivation” influence these customers’ preferences for shopping mall restaurants and cafes. The results hold that Generation Z customers have higher “Value Motivation” and “Idea Motivation” when they visit the retailers alone in comparison to with friends. Therefore, sales assistants can be suggested to emphasize on discounts and sales promotions when these customers visit their stores alone. In other words, they should avoid from communicating discounts and sales promotions when the Generation Z customers visit these stores with their friends. Similarly, sales assistants should take into consideration that Generation Z customers may be more open to new ideas and innovations when they visit these stores alone in comparison to visiting with a shopping companion.

CONCLUSION
The research is believed to be significant both for researchers and practitioners. First of all, it contributes to the literature by examining one of the fundamental issues of retailing, shopping motivations, within the frame of Generation Z. Secondly, it has an exhaustive scope due to dealing
with differences in shopping motivations for different retailer types. Previous studies approach shopping motivations as a general construct or within the frame of a specific retailer type. On the other hand, they ignore possibility of visiting different retailer types with different shopping motivations. Discovery of different shopping motivations for different retailer types would present a practical benefit to retailers. In this way, they can develop proper strategies that match with the dominant shopping motivations of customers to visit their specific stores. Finally, there is no study that has questioned whether or not shopping motivations differ by visiting retailers alone or with a shopping companion. Developing an understanding about the effect of shopping companion on shopping motivations can help sales assistants about on which shopping motivations they can build their face-to-face communication.

This study has some limitations. First of all, the type of retailers are limited to fashion retailers, luxury fashion retailers, shopping mall restaurants, cafes and luxury restaurants. Therefore, caution is required when the results are generalized for other type of retailers. New researches are needed to understand the shopping motivations of these customers when they visit other type of retailers such as cosmetics, toy, consumer electronics and so on. Secondly, the sample covers only university students. The shopping motivations of other groups representing Generation Z customers may be different. Future research is suggested to show the shopping motivations of Generation Z customers from other socio-economic groups. Finally, the findings support the idea that Generation Z people have a different socialization understanding and items in current scales may not be proper to measure how this new socialization motivates them during shopping. For this reason, future studies are suggested to focus on developing new scale items proper to measure Generation Z's socialization motivation, how a need to develop a new scale to measure socialization understanding of Generation Z, may not proper to measure the socialization motivation of the new generation. Future work is suggested to focus on this issue.
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